CAREERS! Part 2

Decide how best to resolve legal cases presented in court
Address a patient’s needs or assist doctors as a __
Keep goods moving across the country or around town as a __
Research and present the legal basis for your client’s case
Study and manage aquatic life as a __
Sell and suggest products to the public as a __
Counsel and assist the community’s disadvantaged as a __
Help people to overcome difficulties in communicating as a __
Create charts, diagrams and illustrations for print as a __
Manipulate __ to improve computing methods as a Mathematician
Educate the next generation in the noblest profession
Design and create the environment inside a building as an __
Help individuals meet their goals for physical development as a __
Help people use their bodies or recover from injury as a __
Design and develop new computer applications as a __
Study the facts, trends and implications of past events
Organize and maintain a collection of books and other information
Assist attorneys with research and detail work in legal cases
Protect and serve people, and enforce the laws of the community
Create guides and manuals for complicated equipment as a __
Interview people and research current events to report to your audience
Research and evaluate scientific samples as a __
Bridge the communication gap between people speaking different languages
Sort and deliver letters, bills, and magazines to the people on your route
Help people plan and make reservations for their vacations as a __
Capture and share beauty, emotion, or news with your camera
Compete in team or individual sporting events as a __
Help managers and executives with the detail work as an __
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